Two-dimensional crystals of a membrane protein: arrangement of subunits within the crystal sheet.
Two-dimensional crystals have been prepared from the photosynthetic reaction center of Rhodopseudomonas viridis. Filtered images of these crystals show individual subunits approximately 4.5 nm in diameter arranged at a center-to-center distance of 6.4 nm. Our previous studies suggested that each subunit within such a sheet corresponds to a single photosynthetic reaction center. Air-dried and freeze-etched shadowed preparations of the crystals yield images which are quite different from negatively stained material. Rotary-shadowed surfaces of the crystals show rows of wedge-shaped particles separated by 3 nm furrows. Two such wedge-shaped particles occupy the 12.1 X 12.9 nm area in which four negatively stained subunits are normally visualized. Close analysis of these shadowed pictures suggests that both the shadowed and negatively stained images can be accounted for by a single model of subunit arrangement within the crystal. Within each 12.1 X 12.9 nm unit cell, two subunits are placed near one surface of the sheet, and two others are near the other surface. All four subunits are visible in negative stain. When the surface is shadowed, only the two subunits which project above the surface of the sheet accumulate appreciable amounts of the heavy metal shadow. Because of their close position, one subunit shades the other, forming the wedge-shaped appearance characteristic of the crystal. The only arrangement consistent with both shadowed and negatively stained images is one in which the two raised subunits occupy positions at either end of a diagonal across the unit cell. The analysis of shadowed images indicates that the plane group of the crystals is P22(1)2(1).